Workplace Training
How long is the training?
Depending on how ready you feel for the workplace, we can offer
Short tasters of 2-3 hours per week over 4-6 weeks
Longer placements of 8-10 hours per week over 6-8 weeks
Full internships of 3-4 days per week over the period of 10 weeks

Who is it for?
We provide training for young adults aged between 18-25 who are finding it challenging to
get into work. We especially welcome those who struggle with anxiety, low confidence or
who have additional needs – we know from experience that this training is hat this training
will be a safe experience where both skills and confidence are. We provide a safe space for
Low confidence, lack of experience, anxiety or additional needs can we offer unique work
placements where

What does the day-to-day look like?
Most of the training involves hands-on work in the café – taking orders, using the till, making
coffees, preparing food, serving customers, and cleaning. The trainees are supported at
all times by full time café staff. The training will also involve regular meetings with Danny
Mizen, Workplace Training Manager, to share learning, ask questions, track progress, build a
CV and to complete the food hygiene certificate.

Where does the training take place?
All training takes place at our Good Hope Café – a beacon in the local community – we offer
a safe space to turn to, to connect with others, and to connect with the work of For Jimmy.

What do you get at the end of it?
Experience, connections, increased confidence, barista skills, food hygiene certificate, a new
CV and cover letter, employment contacts and opportunities.
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